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Planning manager with over 20 years of experience in Aerospace manufacturing, 
giving an in-depth understanding regarding each step of the manufacturing process. 

EXPERIENCE

Planning Manager III
ABC Corporation - 2005 – 2013

 Directly negotiate domestic pricing and communicate with Bekaert 
Central Purchasing located in Belgium.

 Improved total yarn inventory levels from 8 weeks to 3-week average.
Keep yarn inventory levels in sync with manufacturing usage.

 Devised monthly yarn projections report to feed directly off Sales 
projection updates and give up to date information needed to 
maintain accurate yarn inventory.

 Develop relationships with local suppliers to strategically reduce 
Trade Working Capital by negotiating longer payment terms.

 Managed the order processing, scheduled the flow of raw 
materials/work-in-process in production and resolved material issues.

 Developed a system to generate orders man-hour requirement in 12 
weeks rolling bucket to gain visibility on man-hour utilization.

 Investigated, corrected and documented how the system calculated 
on-time-delivery performance contrary.

Planning Manager 
GE OIL & GAS - 2002 – 2005

 Manage and plan the production operations for the fabrication and 
assembly of new hydraulic surface and subsea RAMAnnular Blowout 
Preventers including Repairs sent in by customers.

 Improved the communications and throughput within the all 
departments by producing and maintaining the Master Production 
Schedule for various product lines.

 Optimized the work order and purchase order size by leading the 
implementation of lot sizing and day supply which lead to a 50% 
reduction in order messages.

 Lead the implementation and corrected the allocation of materials to 
drive by start date to reduce the number of exception messages for 
both purchased and manufactured items being produced by the MRP 
regeneration.

 Reduced the time of answering manufacturing exception messages 
by 50% while correcting the dates on the work order operations to 
prioritize the work center dispatch used by manufacturing.

 Developed processes and procedures in the planning department so 
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that the planners all have the same system access and rights to 
preform daily transactions and activities.

 Drove reduction in past due backlog from $40M to $0.00..

EDUCATION

 B.S. in Textiles / Quality Control - (North Carolina State University)

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Sketch Up.
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